Yarrow Research Professor of the Royal Society (Received 8 December 1937) In a recent paper (Richardson 1937 ) I referred to the importance and interest of the 1X state of H 2. This is much deeper than any other state then known which goes down to the well-known odd state Iso* 1SM on which the strongest lines in the visible part of the H 2 spectrum end. In 1932 I decided th a t X X must have the configuration a state which should give strong transitions down to and which otherwise would unaccountably be missing. I came to this conclusion in spite of some really quite strong arguments against it, which had been put forward by Weizel (1930) , who considered *X to be a state with two electrons excited, to which he assigned the configuration An account of both these points of view may be found in my book (Richardson 1934, pp. 307-12) .
As a m atter of fact the first suggestion th a t X X was 1 2scr 1S was first made tentatively by Dieke (1929) , p. 450, shortly after this state had been discovered. I t is very satisfactory to note th a t (Dieke 1936a), by a com parison of the spectra of H 2 and D2 and by an extension of the spectrum further into the infra-red, using the recently developed photographic technique in th a t region, he has been able to prove th a t X X undoubtedly is lscr 2s <71Sff.
The main reasons why this very natural configuration for X X was not immediately acceptable were as follows. In the first place until Dieke's (1936a) work was published the numbering of the vibrational levels was always doubtful. In our account (Richardson and Davidson 1929, p. 82 ) of the 1X -> 2 p 1S system which described the discovery of the X X state we definitely queried the tentative quantum numbering we assigned to all the initial vibrational (X X) levels. I have continued to query this numbering in every subsequent publication referring to the 1X state. In fact, the first account of the " Infra-red System " (xX-> lser 2 12) (p. 81) opens with the words: " I t is probable th a t there is a great deal more of this system beyond the present limit of the infra-red measurements " , and then goes on to justify this statement. This situation had a t least two im portant effects. I t made it possible th a t the depth of the electronic level of X X might be some thousands [ 316 ] of wave numbers below th at which was regarded as probable. The reper cussion of this particular uncertainty on the question of the identity of X X with lscr 2scr 12 was not so very severe at th at time, as the identity of the experimental states which had been tentatively assigned to lscr 3scr 1S and Iso-4sa-was also insecure. The second effect was the more formidable, for it made the value of the moment of inertia of the X X state of H 2 doubtful by possibly 30 %. The value estimated with the tentative numbering was quite abnormal (too high) for lscr2s(r1'L.
The next difficulty was th at the ls<x state was expected to have a very regular structure, whereas the explored p art of the X X state was characterized by a structure of pronounced irregularity both rotational and vibrational. There is no known cause of an irregularity of this type except a perturbation by some other state. This led to another difficulty. In mole cular spectra, according to current theory, largely due to Kronig and now substantiated by a considerable body of experimental support, states capable of mutual perturbation are subject to a very considerable number of restrictions. Among those im portant in the present case are (1) the energy levels of the states concerned must either approach close to or overlap one another, (2) the states must have values of the quantum number A differing by 0 or ±1, the same multiplicity, not very different values of the equili brium internuclear distance and the same type of symmetry, odd or even. Now lscr 2s< t 12 must be an even singlet state, and if it is to be identified with X X the state which perturbs it must also be, among other things, an even singlet state with a not too different energy. The difficulty now arises that X X is a deep-lying state on the energy scale of H 2 states, and it is safe to say th at there is no possible unknown normal singlet state of H 2, if X X is lscr 2scr 12 ff, which could lie nearly so low as X X. By normal I mean a state with only one of the two electrons in H 2 excited.
States attributed to atoms with more than one excited electron are not common in spectroscopy. A few have been found in atomic spectra, the best known examples occurring in the spectra of the alkaline earth metals, as, for example, calcium; while some of the corona lines have been attributed, but with how much certainty I am unable to judge, to transitions from doubly excited states of He. In the case of molecular spectra the situation in this respect is not so clear, as the electronic configuration of so few excited states is known with certainty. However, in the case of H 2 there are many states which are quite incomprehensible if only one electron is excited (Richardson *934' PP-306-17; Richardson and Rym er 1934a, 6) .
The situation now is th at we have to accept as a fact that, as a result of the work of Dieke (1936 a), the state formerly called X X or, alternatively, the infra-red state, is actually Iso* 2 scr 12 f/. To accou the structure of ls<r 2scr1'Zg, the existence of which is establish any possibility of doubt, Dieke (1936a) postulates the existence of an un discovered state of H 2 lying in its neighbourhood and perturbing it. If such a state exists and is able to perturb Isa 2 sa 1S!7, even before we find it we have quite a lot of useful information about its properties. In the first place it must be a state which lies low down on the energy scale of excited H 2 states, probably in the neighbourhood of lsor2s<j1'Lg and Isa 2pn 1IIM . To perturb Iscr 2scr12lg, its quantum number must be connected with th a t of Isa 2sa *2^ by the relation A A = 0 or ± 1. Since = 0 for a 2 state, the postulated state must have A = 0 or 1. I t mu or a II state. I t must also have the same multiplicity and even or odd symmetry as Isa 2sa x2^. I t is therefore either a x2 a or a 1IIfi , state. I t must also have a Be and re (equilibrium internuclear distance) not very much different from the corresponding quantities for Isa 2 12 f/.
This information about the postulated states settles quite a lot about the emission bands to which it can give rise. In the H 2 spectrum the rule which prohibits transitions between states of different multiplicity is universally obeyed so far as can be discovered; so that, this being a singlet state, it cannot emit bands ending on any triplet state. In H 2 the g->g prohibition also is always respected. The state therefore cannot give rise to bands ending on the ground state, Is Is 12 £ ,, or the X X state, Is 2s 1'Eg. or any other even singlet state. In fact there are only two states, l s a 2p a 12 M and l s a 2p77'i riM , down to which it could have transitions, all the other odd singlet states lying well above it. We have seen th a t there are reasons for expecting its electronic energy to be close to th a t of Isa 2pn 1IIM , thus any transitions to this state would only involve small interchanges of energy and would not be expected to give rise to band lines of frequencies as high as the photographic infra-red limit. l s a 2p a x2 M lies nearly 9000 wave numbers below Isa2p77-1IIM , so th a t we have a reasonable expectation of bands ending on this state and with most of the intensity in the photo graphic infra-red. In fact the expected location is not far from th at of the ls a 2 s a 12 -> ls a 2 p a x2 M bands, as the new state must be fairly near to Isa 2sa 12 f/ in order to perturb it.
Although there is no great amount of unallotted strength in the part of the H 2 spectrum where this band system is expected, another set of circum stances tended to make its discovery not too unpromising. All the known states, and there are a large number of them, which have transitions down to ls a 2 p a 12 w give rise to band systems characterized by long progressions. These are usually easier to detect than the band systems with practically all the strength along the diagonal axis which arise from transitions between states with values of re nearly equal to each other. I t is fortunate, too, th a the vibrational, as also the rotational, differences of the final state 1 1SM are known with great accuracy over a wide range of quantum numbers. If we can find lines forming long progressions extending over several vibra tional quantum numbers and continuing to satisfy the vibrational com bination differences over a range of 4000 to 8000 wave numbers, th a t is to say 4 to 8 successive vibrational levels, with accuracy, we can be reasonably sure th at we are dealing with a real band system and not with a succession of numerical coincidences. This will be true, as I shall explain later, even if there are considerable gaps in the lines of such progressions.
I t was with this background and with a few other ideas less definitely formulated that I set out to look for this band system early this year. I had not much difficulty in obtaining evidence of its existence. My chief trouble has been th at I found more than I expected. I t appears th at there are two nearly coincident band systems ending on lser in this region. I t is true th at one of them is weaker than the other and might possibly be a collection of coincidences, but I doubt it. Another possibility is th a t there is really only one system and th a t what I have found is a jumble of this with a collection of coincidences. This can easily happen in the interpretation of a complicated spectrum and has, in fact, already happened several times in connexion with the spectrum of H 2. The only way to make certain, th at I know of, is by a comparison with the spectra of D2 and of HD. These are being measured, by others, but the results are not yet worked out and published. Also this method might prove difficult, even possibly indecisive; so I have resolved to set out what I have found and the best I can make of it and to leave it to others to find out what, if anything, is wrong with it, if they can.
As most of the suitable Roman capitals have been used up as provisional designations of excited H 2 states and it is undesirable to use any more or introduce a new system unless a large number of new states are found, an event which is quite likely to happen, I propose to call the upper states provisionally 12 (a) and 1D (6). W hatever else they may be, and this is a difficult point I discuss at length at the end of the paper, they are both clearly states. They have transitions down to bscr 2pcr 1SM giving rise to bands which have P, R but no Q lines and also have P 1 lines. The are all th at is required to establish th a t they are 12 r/ states.
The band lines are set out in Tables I-VI. In these tables the wave numbers of the band lines are followed by the experimental eye estimates in brackets of the relative intensities of the lines. These are not very reliable 0 . \V. Richardson guides to the relative intensities except locally in small regions of the spectrum. The most extensive and probably most reliable are those of Gale. Monk and Lee (1928) . In general all these eye estimates are relatively far too high in the red. yellow, green regions compared with the real energy values. This is not a m atter of small differences. The eye estimates mav be out by a factor approaching 100. possibly more. The ideas of different observers about the meaning to be attached to a given set of intensity numbers in a given region are not very accordant either. All this is im portant in connexion with the systems under consideration, which extend from the visible region to the present limit of the photographic infra-red. It is certain from the work of Davidson (1932. p. 593 ) th at lines marked {1, by Gale.. Monk and Lee (1928) near their infra-red limit may be as intense as lines they mark (10)-their highest intensity indicator-in the part of the spectrum centred about the yellow (around 18,000 wave numbers or 5500 A . There is thus much more strength in the infra-red lines of the present bands than the published eye estimates would appear to indicate.
The letters after the intensity numbers in brackets have the following meanings: The letter A stands for Allibone (1926) . Preceding this and within the brackets a means a line observed on plate only and a line observed on plate B only. D refers to Deodhar (1926) . Both he and Tanaka (1925) use the letters p, q, r to indicate three successively weaker categories of fa lines all of which are less intense than Merton and B arra tt's (1922) lowest intensity (0). Di refers to Dieke (1936 a or b). Most of these wave numbers are the result of a private communication and are preliminary values subject to,revision and not yet published. I have evidence, however, th at those between 9750 and 8850 wave numbers are very accurate. G refers to Gale. Monk and Lee (1928) . Here a, the measurements show an exceptional disagreement, in that order, a being closest to the normal error, h means probably double. Lines with any of these letters after them are probably blends. M refers to Merton and B arratt (1922) and T to Tanaka (1925) (see also Deodhar. above). In Merton and B arratt's tables -means a line found only under exceptional cir cumstances and thus difficult to assign an intensity value to. Tanaka also uses -to indicate a weak line whose intensity estimate he foimd baffling. P stands for Poetker (1927). In his notation: h means hazy, diffuse: d. per haps double: b, broad:
v, shades towards violet; r, towards r which the measurements show exceptional disagreement. All such lines are likely to be blends. There is a systematic error in his measurements and the figures in the tables have had 0-30 wave number subtracted from his values in order to take most of this out. K refers to Kapuscinski and Eymers (1929) . These are the only accurate intensity data based on a true energy scale which are available. The values are given as numbers, e.g. 7-6, not enclosed in brackets. The data do not extend into the infra-red but some idea of the real intensities of the infra-red lines can be got from the published eye estimates of Gale, Monk and Lee (1928) and of Poetker (1927) by means of the relations given by Davidson (r932)-
The symbol f means claimed as a line in another band, ?f means claimed as a doubtful line in another band, f ?f means claimed as an established line in another band and also as a doubtful line in a third band, and so on. ? ?t means claimed as a very doubtful line elsewhere.
If the bands are SM bands, as we have been led to expect, there will be no Q branches on account of the selection rule 0 or ±1 and the 8<-/->a prohibition which rules out AK -0 in this case. There should, however, be P branches (AK = + l) and B branches -1). In any v" progression every P(K + 1) line and every R(K -1) line will start from the same initial level, the level whose rotational energy would usually be represented by F'V(K). This means th at in each such band the R (K -1) -P(K + 1) wave number differences are equal to the double rotational differ ences F"(K + 1)-F"(K-1) of the final state at the corre sponding v" and, at the same time, the differences of the 1) and P(K+1) lines at successive values of are equal to the successive Av" differences of lscr 2p a 1'Zu at the same -1 or + 1 as the case may be. Thus when the wave numbers of any R(K -1) or P(K + 1) line in a v" pro gression is known the wave number of every single one of the remaining R (K -1) and P ( K +1 ) lines in the progression is fixed by the known rotational and vibrational intervals of As these differences are known with certainty and high accuracy from the work of Richardson and Davidson (1929) this restriction on the lines is a very severe one. It is unlikely that many cases will be found of lines which satisfy it as a result of chance coincidences, at any rate for progressions extending to a considerable number of R(K -1) or P(K + 1) lines.
In order to set out in the tables the extent to which this requirement has been satisfied the following procedure has been adopted. In each group of associated R(K -1), P(K + 1) lines, in every progression, one line has been chosen for which the measurement is thought to be about correct and under the wave number of that line the letter O is placed. Under each of the remaining associated R (K -1), P(K + 1) lines will be found preceded by the letter d. (defect). Thus d. + 0-08 means th at the measured wave number, of the line, under which it is placed, is less by 0 0 8 (that is to Table I 
; Lines absent in Gale, Monk an d L ee's tables b u t m ig h t be p a rt of an unresolved doublet in Aibone's. 
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say it has a defect of + 0-08) than th a t calculated from the wave number of the associated R(K -1), P(K + 1) line under which when the appropriate cascade of combination differences is used. These statements about associated R (K -1), 1) lines app progressions of P 1 lines, for which there are no R lines with the same upper level, negative K values being inadmissible.
In interpreting these defects a good deal of discrimination is necessary. For pure lines of normal structure the defects should not be much in excess of + 0T0 if the measurements are those of Gale, Monk and Lee (1928) or of Dieke (19366) (provided these are for wave numbers higher than 8840). Even when blends are involved I doubt whether there is a single authenti cated case in Gale, Monk and Lee's tables with an error as high as 0*40 wave number. Errors approaching this are not very rare in the tables of Merton and B arratt (1922) , Allibone (1926) and Poetker (1927) . Most of them arise from inferior resolution. Lines with errors approaching 2-00 wave numbers may mean something in the tables of Tanaka (1925) and Deodhar (1926) . These were for the most part made on plates taken by Merton under some special conditions, not particularly suitable for measurement but which seem to have brought up a number of lines not normally present. Also in Poetker's (1927) tables there are a number of lines with wave numbers below about 11,000 as to the accuracy of which there is no known satis factory check. Several of these lie close to calculated values for band lines of the present systems. Among them I have included a number with errors so large th at they would be discarded if they occurred in the p art of the tables with wave numbers above 11,000.
Each system appears to be represented by four initial (upper) vibrational levels. As the correct vibrational numbering is not certain I have called Table VI if these provisionally v' = x, x+\, x+2 and 3 in succession for 1S I v' = z, z -f 1, z + 2, z 4 -3 in succession for 1S (7 (6). In each case I i little doubt th a t the successive v's increase by unity. I also think it probable i th a t x and z are each zero. f I t will be noticed th a t eight successive vibrational levels of the final state 5 * 1 scr2pcr1T,u are represented by something in the progressions th a t come n from the v' = x + 3 and v' = n from the yellow to the present photographic infra-red lim it a t about 8500 re wave numbers. These are long progressions even when compared w ith th e it progressions ending on 1 sor2po'1T,u which contain the m ost int i known in the H 2 spectrum (there m ay possibly be more intense lines in the v Lym an region, b u t th e energy of these has not been measured). I t is possible, r even likely, th a t there is more of both system s furth er out in th e infra-red. } I t is unlikely to be a coincidence th a t each of th e eight progressions terr m inates a t the present infra-red limit. I f we denote by v"m th e highest value \ of v" to which transitions have been found, the lines of th e bands which go i down to v"m -l-1 would, in each case, lie ju st beyond th e present photographic I infra-red limit.
This puts a restriction on w hat can be asserted w ith confidence about th e 1 distribution of intensity in the bands; b u t th a t it is no t a norm al one is I quite certain. In the bands coming from typical states, such as ls<r 3 1H£r, i down to l<so" 2per 1S M , th e intensity distribution is of th e usual Condon ty p e I for states having widely different values of re and B e. These have a minimum I along the bands on or near the diagonal axis of the v', v" diagram and m axim a I lying on a parabola which is sym m etrical about this diagonal axis. Now if I we tu rn to Table IV we find eight lines in the band ending on v" = 0, three I in the band ending on v" = 1, a t m ost two a t v" = 2 , a t least six a t v" = 3, i a t m ost two a t v" = 4, about six a t 5, a very doubtful one a t v" = 6 I and a t least one th a t looks good a t v" = 7. Thus in this progression there are | a t least three and possibly four values of v" for which th e intensity has a I maximum and a t least two and possibly three intervening values for which it I has a minimum. Turning to Table I in 1E(?(6), z -> \s(r2p(xx'Lu, v" there is | something to indicate th a t six lines are represented in the band a t v" -0, I there is only one line a t v" = 1, and th a t very doubtful, whereas there are 3 about six lines a t v" = 2. The intensity distribution in 1S^(a), z^-v " also I appears to be.similar to th a t in 1S" (6), z ->«/'. I f these were norm al 0 | progressions the intensity of the bands should fall steadily from v" = 0 to I v" = 2. The same kind of behaviour is shown also by the other progressions, | b u t owing to the occurrence of blends and probably also perturbations it is I no t so distinct.
Intensity distributions of this type are no new phenomenon in the H 2 spectrum. Turning to Richardson (1934), on p. 141 we have a picture of a normal intensity distribution, th a t for l<s<r 3scr lscr2pcr1SM , in fig. 10 , and on p. 137, in fig. 9 , one of a distribution, for lso '2pcr12 M , much resembling those of the systems I am describing. On pp. 126-32 will be found the lines of five systems which have intensity distributions of this type, some of them being among the strongest systems in the H 2 spectrum. I believe these systems come from upper states which have both electrons excited, and I regard this similarity as support for attributing a condition of double excitation to the upper states of the present systems. I have shown already th a t there are no known rational grounds for believing th at an undiscovered state with a singly excited electron could exist anywhere near where these states lie.
Theoretically, when the intensities of the lines are reduced by the a priori probability quantum number K factor and the Boltzmann factor the lines with even K" should be three times as intense as those with odd K". Actually this means th a t the lines with even K" should have roughly three times the intensity of the average of the K" -1 and K" 4-1 lines of the same band if K" is small. When allowance is made for blends it can be seen from the tables th at this condition is satisfied; although, owing to the various blends and perturbations and the difficulty of assessing and correlating the eye estimates of intensity, particularly when made by different observers, the agreement can only be regarded as qualitative for these band systems. There are only three lines in the whole of the two systems for which the real in tensities have been measured. The line 17850-87(7) G 23-6 K which does duty as I? 0 and R2 of 12 a (6), z + 3 -> Iso" 2 1SM , = 0 is one of t three strongest lines of the H 2 spectrum hitherto unclassified, whose real intensities have been measured by Kapuscinski and Eymers (1929) .
I have left in the tables a number of lines for which the combinational errors are so large th at it is not very probable th at these lines are really lines of the bands. I have done this deliberately, with a view to saving time and trouble for those who are in a position to compare the spectrum of H2 with those of D2 and HD. They should have little difficulty in deciding, in most cases, which, if any, of these doubtful lines are genuine band lines.
Prior to the recent work of Dieke only nine lines with wave numbers less than 9750 were known. These were measured by Poetker (1927) . Dieke's (19366) extension of the photographic infra-red limit to 8500 wave numbers has raised the number of lines beyond 9750 from 9 to 114. Out of these 114 lines, 39 are claimed by the systems ls<r 3tkt 3S (, -> lscr 2<ser3E(7 and lscr 26,cr1Ei/-> lscr2pcr1S M and 21 by the bands of the two systems here described. Among these 60 lines, 6 are claimed twice and several are very doubtful. In any event almost half the new lines are accounted for by four systems whose existence was established without knowledge of any of them.
The v' =
x + 1 progression of (a) is not so well authenticated as most of them. In fact it is not easy to be sure of this one as there are alternatives for most of the sets of lines attributed to it in Table II . These are: P 1 lines: v" = 0, 13495-55(16) A ab G, O, v" =1 , 12179-3(00a)?t G,  -0 1 6 ,  = 2,  10899-0(0) P, d. +0-30. P 0 lines: v" = 0, 13555-8(3)1 G, d. -0 -0 9 , v" = 3,  9709-18(00) Di, O. P 2 lines: v" = 0, 13439-5(00)t G, d . +0-06 Table II there would appear to be a perturbation at the v' + 1 level.
R o t a t io n a l s t r u c t u r e
The rotational structure, or ensemble of rotational quantum level energy differences, of the lower state ls<r 2 per 1S M is well know more accuracy th a n th a t of any other state of any molecule, so th a t we do not need to describe it. The level differences for th e upper states can be got from the relations
F \ K ) -F ' { K -\ ) = P ( K + \) -P { K ) + F " { K + l)-F "{ K )
= R ( K -l ) -R ( K -2) + F " ( K -l ) -F n( K -2).
The mean values of these intervals F'{K) -F'(K -1) got from the appro priate lines of the various bands and the accurately known lower intervals F"(K+1) -F"{K) give the structures of the upper states of the systems shown in Table V II. The R 1, P 3 lines which give the more regular structure for 1S ff(6) a t v' = 2 + 2 are not very securely established. There are only three lines, all of which appear to be blends, and the combinations are poor. Also even w ith these lines the structure is irregular. I f th e alternative 1, P 3 lines a t the bottom of Table V are substituted, the very irregular alternative structure shown a t the bottom of Table V II is obtained. I t is possible th a t the level is split and th a t both sets of lines belong to the bands. In any event there seems to be a perturbation here. Apart from a few such irregularities, mainly due to perturbations, and to which I shall return in the next section, the rotational structure of all the bands is similar. The second differences (shown in Table VII) which measure the effective value of the quantity B K are smallest at = 0 and increase a t first and have a tendency to diminish or, a t any rate, to become steady a t the highest K value found ( K = 5). This is an indication of un the uncoupled state has a smaller internuclear distance th a n the coupled state. Phenomena of this kind are common in states which go down to ls<r 2 per 1S M . As I have rem arked, the rotational structures of the two upper states I am now describing are m uch alike. W hen compared w ith the others they show m ost resemblance to 3 X K , JL, and 1N, the resemblance to being particularly close. E ach of these four states has been assigned to some state in which both electrons are excited, th e m ain ground for this conclusion being th a t there does not seem to be any possible molecular state with only one electron excited to which they could be attrib u ted . These resemblances are additional reasons for supposing th a t th e two new upper states are also states w ith two excited electrons.
On account of the irregularities in the structure of the bands it is not pos sible to give exact values of the rotational constants. I f these irregularities are all due to vibrational perturbations the approxim ate effective values are: for 1'Lg{a), Bx = ca. 15-1 wave num bers and rx about 1*5 x 10-8 cm., for 1S^( b), Bz = ca. 13*6 wave num bers and rz about l-55 x 10-8 cm. If, as is not unlikely, there is also some rotational uncoupling, the values of B x and Bs for K small would be somewhat less and those for K large somewhat higher th a n these values. The other values are roughly B x+1 = 13-75, ^x+2 = 14*2, Bx_ | _ 3 = 13*45, B z+i = 14* 15, Be+2 = 13*6 and Bs+ § -12*95 The values of the " co n sta n t" cx in B n = B Q -ncc are for 0*5S, and for 2 (6) probably a little smaller. P e r t u r b a t i o n s Some of these have been referred to already. R eturning to th e + 2 level of x2 ff (6) this m ay have a structure even more perturbed th a n th a t indicated a t the bottom of Table V II. Referring to Tables I I I and V we find th a t the K ' = 3 level ( B2 , P4 lin 12 0 ( a )at v' = x + 2. The distribution of intensity in this progression makes it certain th a t it belongs to x2" (a); w hether it also belongs to the other state is not a t all certain. An argum ent in favour of retaining it in both systems is th a t there are two lines in it m arked a which are not claimed elsewhere. On the other hand it is quite possible th a t this level in the *2 ( system is displaced and quite weak, and thus difficult to find. This m ight make the rotational structure very irregular.
T hat this 2^(6) level is perturbed is not surprising, because these two states x^g{a) and 1S a (b) cross one another within the v' = x + 2 levels for 12 gf (a) and the v' = z + 2 interval for (6). two perturbed levels cross is very close to K ' = 3 in each case. Owing to some complications, which include the possible rotational uncoupling, I have not been able to decide exactly where the unperturbed levels cross. There is some evidence of the mutual influence of this perturbation on the state xHg (a), but it is not very marked. This state 1S £, (a) appears to be more stable than the other. There is other evidence which supports this con tention.
Another level which has an irregular rotational structure pointing to a perturbation is 1S a (b)at v' = z. When the spacing of the rota here is compared with a more normal structure spread over the same total energy interval it is found that the K ' = 0,1 a values and the K ' = 3, 4 and 5 levels below them. The per therefore appears to lie between K ' = 2 and = 3 of = of this state. There can be little doubt that the perturbing state is \scr2scrxllg\ since the rotational energy levels of the v' = 1 level of lscr levels of (6) at v' = z. The perturbed levels of the two states cross one another between K ' = 2 and perturbed levels also cross between K ' = 2 is small compared to the level spacing. Dieke (1936a) remarks that there is a perturbation in lscr2scr1'Lg at v' = 1 for sma counterpart of the one I have been describing. The = level of 2 (a), though rather close to v' = zo f 2 (b), that no corresponding perturbation should arise and none is observed.
We have seen (p. 331) th a t the v' = 1 progression of xHg (a) is very probably affected by a perturbation. The state causing this perturbation is also m ost likely to be 1 scr2scrx'Iig.The v' -> 0" lines of 1 a t v' = x he below th e v' -> 0" lines of lser 2 xHig -> Is a 2 a t = 1 at low values of K, whereas, th e reverse is the case when we compare the corresponding lines of the successive pairs + 1)' -> 0", 2' -> 0": ( + 2)' -> 0", 3'-> 0":
{x+ 3)'->0", Thus th e two states 1S ff(a) and \scr2s(r1'Lg cross between v' = x and v' = x + 1 fo v' -2 for the second. They should also recross w ithin the limits of the {x +1)' -> 0" and the 2' -> 0" bands for rath er high values of K', in the neighbourhood of K ' = 6, b u t lines w ith values of ' as high unknown. E vidently the conditions for a perturbation to occur in this neighbourhood are satisfied.
If, as appears to be the case, all three mutually perturbing levels are 2 levels, the perturbations must all be due to interaction between electronic and vibrational energy according to a criterion mentioned by Dieke (1936a); since they all have the same value of A , namely zero. I do not wish to insist too much on these attempts to explain the observed irregularities. The results do not appear to harmonize completely in all details with the properties of the state perturbing lstr 2scr which were predicted by Dieke (193 6 a )from his study of the perturbations of ls<r 2 1S However, there are so many possible causes of perturbation that the effects are rather likely to be mixed up and difficult to disentangle. It does not seem worth while to push further in this direction until someone has examined the corresponding band systems of HD and D a. same values as R{K) lines a considerable number of independ minations can usually be made in this way. The values for are set out in Table V III. In this table the values got from the R lines and the P lines are given separately as well as the weighted means, so as to give some idea of the consistency of the different determinations. The values for 1Sf/ ( ) are given in Table IX . The alternatives in this table arise from the alterna tive K' = 2 lines given at the bottom of Table V . I believe th a t the claims of these lines to belong to the bands are stronger than those in the body of the table, which give a more regular structure. Even if the lines which give this more regular structure are adopted it will be seen from Table IX that there are some indications of a perturbation a t or near = 2, of T a b l e IX -V i b r a t io n a l i n t e r v a l s o e (6)
Av'-+ ( z + l ) -
12 (/ (6), although it is very mild compared with the one obtained if the lines which I regard as more probable are adopted.
That the detailed structure of 1S" (a) is highly irregular, or, at any rate, 9 ix unusual, becomes evident if we arrange the vibrational differences of this state in the same manner as those of 1S (? ( ) at the bottom of Table IX . This is done in Table X . iai» T a b l e X-V ib r a t io n a l in t e r v a l s o f On account of these complications it is not possible to assign exact values to the vibrational constants of either of these two states. For (a) the effective values appear to be close to (o0 = 2391-3 and = 59*6. For 12 a (6) they are in the neighbourhood of = 2233 and xco0 = 35.
T h e e l e c t r o n ic e n e r g y o f t h e u p p e r s t a t e s
The v0 of the v -x level of 1S;7(a) is close to 23154, and the v0 of v -z level of 12 a ( b) is close to 22917, wave numbers below the ground of the molecular ion H 2+. If x and z are each equal to zero then these r0's are the Fe's of the respective states and 1Sa ( lies about 2189 wave numbers above \sa'2s(Tl'Lg, which lies about 25343 wave numbers below the ground state of H 2+. Thus 1Sa (a) has a denominator (z in ve = _RH = Rydberg constant for H) of about 2-100. The corresponding quantities for 12 f/ (6) are 2426 wave numbers and 2-193. The wave numbers are more accurate than these denoninators, which have been got from them with a slide rule. It is likely th at x and z are both zero, but it is not certain, as any progressions starting further down in the infra-red would be difficult to establish owing to the paucity of measured lines. If these band systems are genuine there is only one possible or, at any rate, reasonable interpretation of the general character of their upper states. It is th at they are states with both the electrons in H2 excited. There are many reasons for thinking this, but there is among them one which to my mind would carry conviction if it stood alone. The only states of H 2 with only one electron excited with its principal quantum number n less than 5 which can go down to Iso* 2pcr 12 u are, on account of various prohibitions al hold good in the H 2 spectrum, the following:
Iso' 3scr 1Sa, lso '4«<r1Sff, lscr 3dcr 1Eff, ls<r 3d n xY\ab, I s o -1 scr 4 d8 xAab.All these are well known and their structure has been analysed. 1-scr 2 s c r x H g has a Rydberg denominator close to 2, all the states with = (for the excited electron) have denominators close to 3 and all those with n = 4 have denominators close to 4. In addition there are several known states with n = 5 and all of them have denominators close to 5. If there one state, much less two, with one electron only excited, and to = 5 and having a denominator close to 2, it would be something in the nature of a miracle.
In any event there are several other weighty arguments which point in the same direction. Every band system, ending on and coming from an upper state with only one electron excited, which is extensive enough for the intensity distribution among its constituent bands to be ascertained, has a comparatively simple type of intensity distribution. In a v', v" diagram the bands of maximum intensity lie on or close to a single Condon parabola. This parabola is almost symmetrical about the line joining the bands of minimum intensity which is roughly coincident with the diagonal axis. As I have shown (p. 329), the distribution in the present system is much more complex and has a close resemblance to the intensity distributions in the systems ending on which come from the upper states 3 X K, 1L, X M, X N and X Q, and including also the system called the A4142-8 progression. I have attributed the upper states of all these systems to states with both electrons excited on various grounds, the strongest being th a t there seems to be no other rational way of accounting for them.
Again, the rotational structures of the two upper 1S£, states are peculiar and similar to one another and they are also very like the unusual structures of the xHg states 3 X K, 1L, and X N. These unusual but similar rotational structures suggest th a t all these six states have some unusual features in common. I suggest th a t this common feature is th a t they all have both electrons excited.
Again, the whole of the argument put forward by Weizel (1930) in order to identify the *X state with the doubly excited state 2p<r 2pcr
can be used equally well to identify either of the two new upper states with 2pcr 2p<r xTj(J . The essential result of th a t argument was th at should be a 12 !/ state in the same neighbourhood as X X (now identified with lsor2s(r1'Eg). As both the two new upper states are 1SJ? states and are very close to X X, the argument will apply to either of them. In my book (Richard son 1934, p. 309 ) I criticized Weizel's argument not on the ground th at it was wrong in principle but th at it was directed towards a wrong objective. The situation was rather complex, but on the whole I thought the arguments in favour of X X being lser 2 scr 1E(7 definitely outweighed thos its being a doubly excited state, and this view has turned out to be correct.
There is not a great deal th a t we can say about doubly excited molecular states from the theoretical point of view. The energies and structures of none of them have been calculated. But we can say something. The states we are concerned with are all singlet states so, not to take up too much space, I shall confine my remarks to them. According to Pauli's exclusion principle, which applies to all the part of the H 2 spectrum which is understood, two of the eight quantum numbers ( n, l, A, s) (n, l, A, s) which the two electrons must be different. In the singlets the spin quantum numbers have different values + 1 and -The remaining quantum num bers n, l, A can therefore be the same for each electron. In the triplets the spin wave functions are symmetric; so th a t at least one of the other three pairs, n, n, l, l or A, A, must be different. This makes the number of possible doubly excited states greater in the singlets than in the triplets.
The deepest states, such as 2 p a 2pn 1Ilf7, of a set wh principal quantum number of one of the excited states, will be the first term of a potential Rydberg series, such as 2 2pn 1II 3pn 1II(/, 2 4prr 1H!/, ... 2pomp7T 1 II6r, ..., which will terminate at 00 with an excited state of the ion H 2+, in this case the state 2 p c rT eller (1930) has w energies of the deeper excited states of the ion as a function of the internuclear distance. It is clear either from Weizel's argument or from my modification of it (Richardson 1934) th at Teller's energy curve for the ion 2p<r2SM would admit of 2p a 2p a x'L( J being in the neighbourho 1S(/ (a) and 1E£/ ( b) or of 3 X K. However, it is not enough to find a plausib theoretical explanation of only one doubly excited state in this neighbour hood. I consider it certain th at the states 1Z (/ (a) and (6) of the A4143 progression might possibly be fragments of some singly excited states having unusual properties, though I think this very unlikely with regard to the last one. I regard any further reductions than these as extremely unlikely.
We are thus left with nine states which go down to ls<r 2 1£ M and which probably have both electrons excited. In six of them the double excitation must be regarded as practically certain, in two others as highly probable and the last (4 X K) as rather doubtful. All of these have their ve's (electronic levels) in the gap which extends from about 7000 to 23,000 cm.-1, roughly 1 to 3 V, below the ground level of the ion H 2+. Even if we are not able to assign definite configurations to this collection of states with any certainty, it is legitimate to consider whether their existence is compatible with what is otherwise known about H 2 and what, if any, restrictions it would imply. With this object I have compiled, in Table X I, a list of potential Rydberg series of doubly excited states whose earlier members will possibly, in some cases we can say will probably, lie rather deep, based on Teller's computa tions of the energies of the various excited states of the H 2+ ion. This table is based on the assumption th a t the coupling between the orbital and spin wave functions is negligible; this is very small for molecules with only one electron excited. The ionic states 2per2X({ and 2s(T2'Li/ are unstable, so th at in series of the types which end up with these ions when oo the internuclear distance should tend to oo as ni ncreases. The ionic state 2p77-2IIw is only just s having a very weak minimum in its energy vs internuclear distance curve at about re = 4 A. This is more than twice as great as for any known state ; so th a t its effect is likely to be much the same as oo so far as the first two or three states of a given series is concerned.
In attem pting to fit the nine states into the array in 12 f?(a) or 1S {?(6) . If we identify (a) + xEg(6) with 2pcr 2p<rxXg we expect the next state above this to be 2 p a 2p n and actually X Q is the deepest of the states above (a) and (6). This has brought us to our first difficulty, because 12 J ? (a) and (b) appear to be two distinct states, whereas the scheme only provides one 2pcr2p<r1'Lg state. This difficulty can be avoided by assuming, what is not impossible, that xhg(a) and 1S £f(6) are not two distinct states but a jumble of one real state with an assortment of coincidences. The properties and constants of 1S(/ (a) and
(b) are all very much alike, and if they are a jumble the constants of the real state will be close to the average. On this basis they are: effective quantum number, or denominator, z«s*2*186, vibration difference o)0 -xa)0 sa 2265 cm.-1, internuclear distance r0 ^ 1-55 A. The next member of the series 2 p e r3 1 higher, (o0 -xoj0 lower and r0 higher. Both 1M and X L satisfy these require ments, as may be seen from Table X II, where the more important relevant constants of the nine experimental states and the three theoretical ions which terminate the various series in Table X I are given; (o0 and xo)0 are not given separately since, for several states, only the combination o)0 -x(o0 is known. Some of the values in the table can only be determined rather roughly, but they are probably good enough for this discussion. On this scheme it would be natural to choose X L for 2pcr Zpcr in preference to lM, as its constants are tending more rapidly towards the ion which is the end of the series than those of 1M, and as otherwise there is not much to choose between them. 3 X K might quite well be 2pn 2pn and X N, 2pn " SpiT 1E{/; these two are almost certain to be either the lowest states of two separate series or the two lowest states of a single series, as they give the strongest transitions down to lser 2pcr 1EU of any of the nine experi mental states. This leaves X M and 4 X K, which might quite well be 2 and 2scr 3ser 1E(/ (or 2 s a3 da 1 S ff) respectively. I admit that all this is rather guessing, but I think it is something to know to what extent the nine experimental states can be fitted into such a theoretical framework qualitatively without too great a probable strain on the unknown quantitative restrictions. The question cannot be settled definitely until the wave functions of these doubly excited states are worked out. That is a task for which I am not well fitted and it appears th a t no one is much attracted by it. W hat we can say is th a t all but one of the nine experimental states can be fitted qualitatively into this theoretical scheme without being quantitatively very improbable. All we have to sacrifice is the position th a t each of the two states (< ) and (6) is a distinct and separate state and, as we have seen, it is not certain th a t they are. Even this sacrifice would not be necessary if one of the theoretical states should prove to lie unexpectedly deep, as there are nine members in the list of theoretical states which are expected to he rather low as well as in the list of experimental states.
There is one aspect of this problem th a t deserves further consideration. If we take (a) and 1Ef/ (b) at their face value as distinct states and con sider the six states, (a), ( b) , 3 X K, X good deal of resemblance to one another and have characteristics which mark them off as a group from other x2 states. B ut there is something about them which is even more remarkable. Out of the six states, four occur in two pairs the members of each of which are almost identical. These are 1S£ , (a) and (6) on the one hand and X M and X L on the other. (a) and 1Dr/ (b) have practically the same electronic energies, their re's only differing by about 227 cm.-1. The other constants are very much the same in each molecule. The small, or at any rate not large, differences in the vibrational and rotational constants are such as would be expected for molecules which have an almost identical structure apart from a small but definite difference in the equilibrium internuclear distance. Statements nearly the same as these can be made about the pair X M and X L. The only outstanding differ ence between them and the pair (a) -I-(6) is that, corresponding to the different ve's,their Rydberg denominators differ by 0-94. That th states with a very close similarity is shown also by their values for the Mecke ratio B0/co0, or rather B0/(o)0 -xm0), which is to it, in the absence of knowledge of the small fraction x for all of them. More than forty singly excited states of H 2 are known and for each of them this ratio is not far from the average value 0-013. For the four states now being considered its range is 0-0055-0-0065. This suggests th a t the kind of binding is the same in all four states and much stronger than in the singly excited H 2 molecules. All these facts point to the view th at these four states are rather wide doublets forming two successive members of a Rydberg series. This position is also supported by the fact th at the doublet separation AV e is greater, at about 227 cm.-1, for the lower member 1Sa (a) + 12 ff (b) than it is, at about 135, for the higher member X L + X M. I t is possible th at such doublets could arise if there were strong inter- coupling between orbital and spin angular momenta in these doubly excited states. I do not profess to understand why this should be so but, after all, these states, and a few other states of H 2 about which we are not so well informed, are the only doubly excited molecular states known and there is no very definite theory about them; so th a t almost anything may be expected. For example, in the theoretical state we have designated as 2pn 2prr 12 f/ the real quantum numbers, if separable, are 0, 0, ±1, + The orbital angular momentum and spin can be combined to give the resultants either § or This is a doublet with components 1Si and 1S |. Why these states should lie so deep and why the doublets are so widely separated are both mysterious, but I think it would be at least as mysterious if the facts I have recited were all a coincidence. On this view X Q could be and the upper state of the A4143 progression each, as before.
xHg (a)and
(6) would be 2p n 2p n 1'Zi and 2pn 2p n 1'L^, whilst X L and would be 2p7r3pTr1Ui and 2pm 3pn 1ri|. As a general rule the levels with j = f should lie higher than those with hut in this case I am inclined to associate 1H(/ (a) with X M and 1Sa (6) with 1L.
(a) and X M are the stronger components of the doublets, and the rotational and vibrational constants all run more like consecutive members of series with this arrangement. It is likely th a t one of the doublets is inverted as the result of a perturbation. We have seen th a t 1S £ , (a)and structure of (Richardson and Davidson 1929, p. 62) looks as if this state were perturbed, and unless Richardson and Davidson's (1929, p. 57) interpretation of X L is altogether wrong X L must be strongly perturbed as the v' = 1 level of 1L -» Iscr 2pcr 1 S W has never ye This arrangement makes 2pu 2pm the deepest of the doubly excited states of H 2 and 1Q, which is the next deepest state, has been identified with 2 per 2pir 1 n,/. This makes it reasonable to expect 3 1K, the next deep state to these, to be 2pcr2p(r1'£g; an identification I p (Richardson 1934) . This leaves us with only and 4 1K. may very well prove to be 2sor 2sor1'ZC J and 4 X K, 2 p a^p a 1'Lg. Each of these has a closer affinity to a normal S state than the others and, on this view, this might be expected.
I have now described two possible alternative configurations for the nine abnormal states which go down to lscr 12 tt. The first of these is probably more in accordance with current theoretical ideas, but I think the second is a better description of the experimental facts, certainly if both the new states (a)and 1S (7 (6) are genuine. Except in H 2 no states with more than one electron excited have been recognized, but I know of no reason why they should not exist in other
